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 -a and my ubuntu and my windows are on different partitions and my windows partition has a folder called "WindowsRecovery" that I can't get rid of gueerat: yes, but the installer doesn't see your Windows installation because you only have GRUB installed kyjr: yes, that is because the Windows Recovery environment and that partition. It's set to hide in Windows as I recall yes, I can see it by
pressing the windows button and then C kyjr: that's an alternative to the recovery console that's hidden but that doesn't get rid of it ah thanks kyjr: when Windows is booted its Recovery console starts automatically. It's where Windows stores all of its own operating system fixes Hello, I am having issues with 16.04, I've been using 14.04 for over a year now and have not had issues and it's a simple

upgrade. Before upgrading, I have made sure my install is clean and do not have any remnants of 14.04 and I have a default LUKS encrypted LVM (ubuntu default on LUKS encrypted) and used the mini.iso for the install. When I try to boot I get a "no bootable device" error, I have read up on d other solutions on the forum and followed the steps with no success. Also, I have tried booting the "try"
option I'm at a loss, I can't find anything to point me in the right direction How to get the gnome/xfce default panel on xubuntu 16.04? the gnome one looks much better also xfce4 does not have a system tray and if I open something, i don't get an indication how much i have opened does anyone know how to make the open-file-manager-do-nothing thing? settings->behavior->open-with-default-

app->file manager->do nothing 82157476af
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